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An agent-based Virtual Organization is a complex entity where dynamic collections of
agents agree to share resources in order to accomplish a global goal or offer a com-
plex service. An important problem for the performance of the Virtual Organization is
the distribution of the agents across the computational resources. The final distribution
should provide a good load balancing for the organization. In this article, a genetic algo-
rithm is applied to calculate a proper distribution across hosts in an agent-based Virtual
Organization. Additionally, an abstract multi-agent system architecture which provides
infrastructure for Virtual Organization distribution is introduced. The developed genetic
solution employs an elitist crossover operator where one of the children inherits the most
promising genetic material from the parents with higher probability. In order to validate
the genetic proposal, the designed genetic algorithm has been successfully compared to
several heuristics in different scenarios.
Keywords: Virtual organizations; genetic algorithms; multi-agent systems.
1. Introduction
A Virtual Organization (VO) is a complex entity where dynamic collections of indi-
viduals and institutions agree to share resources (software services, computational
resources, etc.).1,2,3,4 Some works have already stated that Multi-agent systems
(MAS) and agent organizations are one of the possible technologies for the im-
1
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plementation of VOs.1,2,4 MAS are distributed systems where software agents are
executed. These agents are defined as social, reactive and proactive according to its
user’s goals.5
Computational performance is one of the key factors in the VO success.3 For
instance, a poor optimized VO may offer services with response times that are
unacceptable for the agents/users that request them. Since service consumers are
likely to change service providers in a competitive environment, offering high quality
services is crucial.6,7,8,9 A proper distribution of agents across the shared resources
may pursue such goal since avoiding host overload may reduce service time response.
Ideally, all of the resources should be employed with similar usage rates and none of
them should be overloaded. The problem of distributing workload across shared dis-
tributed computational resources is known in the literature as load balancing.10,11,12
In this article, we are interested in the problem of load balancing in long term VOs.
Long term/Permanent VOs usually offer complex and stable services that persist
over time (e.g., travel services, e-commerce services, etc.).13,14 Although this type
of VO may need to adapt itself to accommodate new agents/resources, the initial
agent distribution may remain as a basis for a long time.
In MAS, it is natural for agents to have different levels of confidence or untrust
in their partners. Some of the partners may have not interacted enough to be consid-
ered as “trusted”, or they may have experienced some problems that have hindered
their relationship (e.g., payment difficulties).15,16,17,18 As a result of these experi-
ences, some resource owners may be reluctant to share computational resources with
certain partners. Additionally, open MAS make also reasonable to assume that dif-
ferent agents may have different software requirements (operating system, software
libraries, etc.).19 Consequently, these requirements are to be taken into account
when distributing agents across shared resources.
Thus, the problem of load balancing in Virtual Organization consists of assigning
resources (hosts) to agents. Due to the fact that the system may become large-scaled,
the problem may become a large combinatorial problem where the load balancing
must be optimized. Classic approaches, like A and A* algorithms,20,21,22 are not
computationally efficient enough to deal with such problems. However, Genetic al-
gorithms (GAs) are algorithms based on the process of evolution in nature.23,24,25,26
They have proven to be especially interesting in solving optimization problems in
large search spaces, and in situations where very little information about the domain
is available.27,28,29,30 GAs are based in a population of solutions which iteratively
converges towards high quality solutions. Several operations (crossover, mutation
and selection) are performed over the population in order to produce the next gen-
eration (iteration) of solutions.
In this article, a solution for agent distribution across hosts in an agent-based
VO is proposed. This approach is based on a Genetic Algorithm (GA) that is meant
to be applied just after the VO formation phase in order to provide a basis distribu-
tion for a long term VO. The proposed GA takes into account trust issues, software
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requirements of the agents, and load balancing. Our goal is to give a proper dis-
tribution of agents in a long term VO according to the load balance and trust
issues. More specifically, host overload is avoided while providing agents with the
software requirements needed by agents (e.g., libraries). Two different aspects are
optimized with our proposed solution: load balance and untrust level in the VO.
This proposal is based on our previous work.31 The main difference between this
present work and our previous work is our proposed abstract MAS architecture,
the methodology employed for the experiments and parameter tuning, and new
experiments which show the performance of our proposed architecture in different
scenarios (e.g., fitness evolution through time, different importance for load and
untrust levels, etc.).
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. First, in Sec. 2, we describe
some related work in the area of grid load balancing and multi-agent management.
In Sec. 3, a formal definition of the problem is given. After that, an abstract archi-
tecture which supports VO load balancing is described in Sec. 4. The design of the
GA is thoroughly described in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6, experiments that were carried out
to validate the proposed GA are detailed. It includes how a good set of parameters
were found, a comparison with different heuristics which solve the same problem,
and an experiment where different importance is given to the untrust level and the
load level. Finally, some lines of future work and conclusions are pointed out.
2. Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, the problem of VO distribution in Multi-agent Sys-
tems has not been addressed before. However, there are three related areas: Multi-
agent systems management, agent-based virtual organization formation, and grid
computing load balancing by means of genetic algorithms.
Multi-agent system management consists of the visualization and control of the
physical and virtual resources located in a multi-agent system. 32 Several MAS plat-
forms include management tools that allow agents to be distributed across platforms
hosts. 19,32,33,34,35 Sanchez-Anguix, et al.,32 propose a multi-agent management ar-
chitecture based on the Magentix platform.36 It provides a graphical tool which
allows several management operations such as MAS visualization, agent creation,
agent removal, and MAS’ history visualization. However, the type of management
is not automatic since it is carried out by a human operator. On top of that, trust
issues are very restrictive since remote operations require SSH username and pass-
word. JADE and JADEX provide graphical tools which allow management actions
to be carried out by a human operator.34,35 Nevertheless, its main aim is to provide
developer tools instead of management tools, since remote actions can be performed
without any kind of security. Aglets offers mobility services to agents, but as far as
we know, trust and load balancing are not taken into account.33 In Giampapa, et
al., a graphical interface is presented which helps human administrators to launch
agents based on their software requirements and the requirements offered by the
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different platform hosts.19 In that sense, the idea is similar to the way we propose
to handle agent requirements. However, these operations are launched by a human
operator and they do not seek to automatically balance workload on hosts.
One of the most important issues regarding VO’s is how they are formed. Part-
ners should be selected according to several criteria such as the services they offer,
service quality, which computational resources they provide, trust, and so forth.
Norman, et al., propose methods for the rapid formation of agent-based VO ac-
cording to the required service requested by an agent.4 The solution is based on
a constraint satisfaction problem solver which is used by a service provider agent
in order to determine whether it can provide the full service, its current VO can
provide the service, or it needs to form a VO to provide the service. Hoogendoorn,
et al., propose a negotiation framework for VO formation.37 Customer agents re-
quest for a set of tasks that need to be completed in a specific time interval and
specific order. The system gathers bids from service provider agents regarding their
preferences to perform the requested tasks and allocates them according to this
information. Our proposed approach comes naturally after the process of VO for-
mation. However, our approach focuses on VOs where computing resources may be
pooled for different agents to be used, which is not considered in the previous works.
Grid load balancing is a close research area to our proposed work.38,39,40 How-
ever, there is a main difference between both which resides in the nature of both
types of systems. In grid systems, load balancing is usually achieved by distributing
tasks among the different hosts which are part of the grid system. Tasks may be
one-shot processes, whereas agents perform several tasks during their lifetime in the
system, which may last until the end of the system’s execution (e.g., a sell service in
a e-commerce application). Thus, in grid systems, time response for tasks is usually
the object of optimization. Given agents’ characteristics, it may be more reason-
able to provide balanced resource utilization in a MAS setting. Therefore, system
optimization actions such as load balancing have slightly different goals in grid and
MAS systems. Regarding grid load balancing works, Di Martino studied the use of
a GA whose aim is task distribution in a Grid environment. 38 In this work, it is
assumed that different tasks have different constraints which affect where they can
be executed. The GA takes these constraints into account and looks for a correct
task allocation. However, trust issues are not taken into account by the GA. Later,
Cao, et al., used a GA to schedule different tasks in a local grid environment.39
A local grid is a cluster of workstations. Therefore, the GA is only applied at a
local level. This work also ignores trust and software requirements. Finally, Mello,
et al., designed a GA to distribute tasks in a grid environment.40 Each application
is divided into different tasks that are to be distributed between the machines of
a neighborhood. Its main goal is to make a good initial distribution of the tasks
throughout the neighborhood. The GA takes into account different performance
measures such as CPU, memory usage, hard disk access and so forth. Neverthe-
less, it assumes that machines offer the same software requirements and trust issues
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are not studied. The present work is different from related grid approaches in the
sense that it applies the novel idea of resource distribution in agent-based VO’s.
Additionally, it takes into account software requirements of the agents and trust
issues.
3. Problem Definition
An agent-based VO is composed of a set of agents and hosts that belong to different
entities. The problem of distribution in a VO consists of assigning agents to proper
hosts for execution. However, agents cannot be executed in every host. Their soft-
ware requirements, or more specifically software libraries, must be provided by the
host in which they are to be executed. Furthermore, agents must be distributed in
such a way that the hosts are not overloaded. Ideally, the load should be equal in
all of the hosts that are part of the VO. Moreover, since agents represent different
entities and hosts may be owned by different entities, there may be certain untrust-
ness to share computational resources with other partners. Ideally, agents should
be distributed in a way whereby they minimize the untrust generated.
A Virtual Organization can be seen as a tuple V O = (H,A,R,Γ,Υ, δ, µ) where:
H is the set of hosts resources that are shared; A is the set of agents that are part
of the organization; R is the set of software requirements that the agents need in
order to be executed; Γ : H × A → 0 ∨ 1 is a function that indicates if an agent
is being executed in a node host; Υ : H × A → x, x ∈ < ∧ x ∈ [0, 1] is a
function that measures the level of untrust regarding sharing the host resource with
a specific agent; δh : H → < represents the load that the node host is capable
of handling; δa : A → < represents the average load that the agent generates;
µh : H → R′ ∧R′ ⊆ R is the set of software requirements that the node host offers
and µa : A→ R′ ∧R′ ⊆ R is the set of software requirements that an agent needs
in order to be executed. In this work, the load generated by an agent concerns the
use of the CPU (e.g., MFLOPS, CPU usage). This information can be provided by
the designer of the agent.
3.1. Constraints
When distributing agents across host resources, it is important to satisfy two dif-
ferent types of constraints. The first type of constraint is related to the workload
level of a host. The maximum load provided by a host should not be surpassed by
the total load generated by the agents executed in that host. The formal definition




Γ(h, a) × δa(a) . (1)
The second type of constraint relates to the software requirements offered by a
host and the requirements needed by the agents executed in that host. One agent
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can be executed in a specific host if its software requirements are provided by this
host. The formalization of this constraint can be found in Eq. (2).
∀a, h Γ(h, a) = 1→ µa(a) ⊆ µh(h) . (2)
3.2. Optimality measures
In this case, there are two different measures that may describe the quality of a
solution. First, it is appropriate that the usage rates of the hosts that are part of
the system are balanced. Second, it is also important that the untrust generated in
the VO is minimized. This is accomplished by distributing agents in hosts whose
owners are more willing to share resources with them.
The global untrust level in a VO can be defined as a social welfare function that
must be minimized in order to provide distributions where entities share resources
with partners they trust. It can be formally defined as stated in Eq. (3). It is the





h∈H Γ(h, a)×Υ(h, a)
|A|
. (3)
The other optimality measure relates to the load balance. The load xh in a
machine h can be defined as the load generated by the agents divided by the load
supported by the host h.
xh =
∑
a∈A Γ(h, a)× δa(a)
δh(h)
. (4)
The average load of the system x̄ is defined as the average load of the hosts that











Finally, the global load balance is defined as β = 1 − dx̄ . The best load balance
is obtained when dx̄ = 0 and consequently β = 1. The expression
d
x̄ is 0 when d = 0,
therefore all of the hosts have the same level of load.
4. Abstract Multi-Agent System Architecture for Virtual
Organization Load Balancing
Virtual Organization load balancing requires infrastructures which provide support
for different tasks such as agent migration, agent organization management, resource
monitoring, and so forth. In this section we provide an abstract architecture which is
needed for agent-based virtual organization load balancing. The designed abstract
architecture is aimed to work on top of MAS platforms for open environments.
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These platforms are designed to support and enable the deployment of VOs in
open MAS, where resources (hosts, agents, agent organizations, etc.) are added and
deleted during runtime.41 More specifically, their main goal is providing support for
complex agent societies where agents may be grouped in agent-based VOs which
cooperate with others by means of negotiation/argumentation, are governed by
norms, and provide complex services.
A MAS platform may be composed by different distributed hosts executing a
platform kernel. Next, we define which services would be needed in a MAS platform
in order to provide proper VO load balancing:
• Agent Management Service (AMS): This service registers which
agents are being executed in the MAS, their identity (owner), their load
profile (average load in MFLOPS), and their address (host where it will
execute). Whenever a new agent enters the system, it is registered in the
AMS along its identity, and its address. Optionally, it may include its load
profile.
• Load Statistics Service (LSS): It monitors the available computing ca-
pability (MFLOPS). Additionally, it registers the load produced by each
agent (MFLOPS) that is being executed in the machine. This information
may be requested by any system service.
• Organizational Support: It allows agents to form and manage their
agent organizations. It is divided into two different services.
– Organization Management System (OMS): This service manages VOs,
takes control of the underlying VO structure, manages the roles played
by the agents and the norms that govern the VO.
– Service Facilitator (SF): It allows agents/VOs to register and search
services that may be invoked by other agents/VOs.
• Migration Support Service (MSS): This service transfers agents from
one host to another in a secure way.
Once the abstract architecture has been described, it is necessary to determine
how these services will interact with each other in order to provide the load balancing
service. Whenever a VO is to be formed, the proposed abstract VO architecture
should behave as follows:
(1) The participant agents and hosts (those that have agreed to share resources for
the VO) request the OMS to register a new VO, including its role structure and
norms.
(2) The OMS service asks for a participation confirmation for every resource in-
volved in the VO.
(3) Once a confirmation has been received from every resource, the VO is registered.
Then, it is necessary to calculate a proper agent distribution. The OMS opens a
Borda Voting process where participant hosts privately rank which agents they
prefer to execute based on their experiences.42,43
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(4) It also requests the AMS and LSS information regarding the load capabilities
and needs of participant hosts and agents.
(5) When this information has been provided, the OMS runs a local service which
executes the GA proposed in this article. The response of this service is a proper
distribution of the agents across the hosts.
(6) Finally, the OMS requests involved MSS to transfer agents where it is required.
This abstract architecture is currently being developed extending the THOMAS
framework,2,44 which can run on top of JADE and Magentix agent platforms.34,36
THOMAS provides support for virtual organizations in open multi-agent systems,
managing agent registration (AMS), managing agent organizations (OMS), and
publishing agent services (SF).
Once the abstract architecture has been described, the genetic algorithm exe-
cuted by the local service in the OMS is thoroughly described.
5. Genetic Algorithm Design
A Genetic Algorithm is proposed to solve the addressed problem. In this section, an
explanation of its design is given. More specifically, some of the aspects explained
are: chromosome and phenotype representation, initial population generation, fit-
ness function and genetic operators (crossover, mutation and selection). The gen-
eral schema of the proposed genetic algorithm can be found in Alg. 2. It should
be pointed out that the design of this GA has been adopted to tackle the problem
of the initial distribution of the agents. For the dynamics adaptation of the initial
distribution, other types of designs or techniques would be more adequate.
5.1. Chromosome and phenotype representation
On the one hand, agents can be identified as integers that range from 1 to |A|, where
|A| is the total number of agents to be distributed. On the other hand, hosts are
identified with integers that range from 1 to |H|, where |H| is the total number of
machines available. Each individual of the population is represented as an integer
vector. Indexes of the vector represent the agent, whereas the content of a specific
index position represents the host where the agent is assigned to be executed. A
chromosome example of the proposed representation can be found in Fig. 1.
5.2. Initial population generation
Several initial populations of 512 individuals are generated in a random way. The
most diverse population (higher population variance) is selected as the starting
point for the GA. Furthermore, the solutions generated were assured to satisfy the
constraints described in the previous section.
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Machine1: Load Capacity Requirements Provided R1 R240
Machine2: Load Capacity Requirements Provided R1 R4 R512
Machine3: Load Capacity Requirements Provided R2 R3 R420
Agent1: Load Requirements R1 R220
Agent2: Load Requirements R210
Agent3: Load Requirements R2 R312
Agent4: Load Requirements R2 R45
Agent5: Load Requirements R1 R510
Fig. 1. This figure shows an example of agent distribution across the hosts of the VO. There are
five different agents and three different hosts where agents can be assigned. The content of each
chromosome position indicates a host where the agent, represented as a chromosome index, is to
be executed. It must be highlighted that each host provides the software requirements needed by
the agents that are planned to be executed in that specific host. Additionally, the load capacity of
a specific host is not surpassed by the load generated by the agents that are to be executed there.
5.3. Fitness function
The designed GA’s goal is to reduce the untrust level and obtain the best possible
load balancing. The best load balancing results are obtained when β = 1. This
is equivalent to minimizing the dx̄ term. The employed fitness function takes into
account untrust and dx̄ , trying to minimize the value of Eq. (7).
f = wload ×
d
x̄
+ wuntrust ×Θ . (7)
5.4. Crossover
The developed crossover operator follows an elitist crossover strategy. The approx-
imation is based on k-point crossover with two parents and two children.26,45 A
number of k+1 segments are determined by the k points selected in the chromo-
some. In classic k-point crossover, one child inherits the segment of one of his parents
randomly, whereas the other child inherits the other parent’s segment. However, the
developed strategy assigns one of the children as the preferred one. The segments
are evaluated by a subfitness function and the most promising segment is inherited
by the preferred child with a probability of pgood. The other child inherits the less
promising segment
One of the keys is the selection of the subfitness function. It is not necessarily
related to the global fitness function, although it should measure how promising the
segment is for the final genetic material. Equations 8, 9 and 10 describe the selected















fv = wload × xv + wuntrust ×Θv . (10)
where v denotes a segment which goes from position i to position j, Θv relates
to the average untrust of the segment, and xv is the average load of the segment.
Both values are combined linearly in the segment subfitness function fv. It must
be remarked that parents and children are incorporated into the candidate solution
pool for the next generation. A general schema for the crossover operator can be
found in Algorithm 1.
One of the benefits of this crossover operator is that its parameters allow us
to be more or less elitist according to the problem at hand (governed by pgood).
Additionally, the k parameter also allows us to produce as many segments as needed
depending on the type of problem which is faced.
5.5. Mutation
The mutation is performed by randomly changing the assignation of an agent
to a host.26,46 The operation is governed by two different parameters: pmut and
averagemut. The first one relates to the probability of an individual being mu-
tated, producing a new child. The averagemut parameter is the average number of
phenotypes to be mutated from an individual selected for mutation. The number of
phenotypes mutated in an individual is lower or equal to averagemut and is selected
randomly. The parent and the mutated child are added to the candidate solution
pool for the next generation.
5.6. Selection
The selection operator is applied twice in our genetic approach. Firstly, it is em-
ployed in order to determine which individuals the crossover operation is applied
on. Secondly, it is used in order to select which individuals are part of the next
generation after the crossover and mutation phase. The selection method chosen is












where N is the population size, i is the position of the individual in the ordered
population and max and min are two parameters that determine how probable
it is for the best and the worst individual to be selected. More specifically, the
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for the proposed elitist crossover operator.
p1 : The first parent p2 : The second parent
c1 : The most preferred child c2: The second child
k : Number of crossover points
pgood : Probability of inheriting the most promising segment by c1




For each segment limits s in S
f1=SubFitness(p1(s))
f2=SubFitness(p2(s))
If f1 ≤ f2


















probability that the best individual is selected is pN =
max
N and the probability
that the worst individual is selected is p1 =
min
N . The number of individuals to be
selected for crossover operation is governed by the parameter pselect, whereas the
number of individuals to be selected as the next generation is equal to the maximum
population |Pmax|.
5.7. Stop criteria
The proposed genetic algorithm continues its iterative process until one of the fol-
lowing two criteria has been fulfilled: (i) the best fitness has not improved in 10
generations; (ii) a total computation time of tn seconds has been exceeded since the
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beginning of the GA.
Algorithm 2 General schema of the proposed genetic algorithm.
P : Population of individuals Pcr : Population selected for crossover
Pnew : New individuals n : Generations since last fitness improvement







Pcr =RankingSelection(P,|P | × pselect100 )
Shuffle(Pcr)
For i = 1 until i = |Pcr| − 1
s =Crossover(Pcr(i),Pcr(i + 1))
Pnew = Pnew + s
i = i + 1
End
/*Mutation Phase*/
For i = 1 until i = |P |
If Random(0,1) ≤ pmut100
s =Mutation(P (i))
Pnew = Pnew + s




P = P + Pnew
P =RankingSelection(P,|Pmax|)
/*Update stop criteria variables*/
If Fitness(bi) ≤ Fitness(BestIndividual(P))





While n ≤ 10 ∧ t < tn
Return bi
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6. Experiments and Results
In this section, the design of the experiments and their results are described. It
must be highlighted that the experiments were designed to be carried out in a
simulation environment where different problem instances can be generated. These
instances are fed directly to the GA. Firstly, experiments that aim to find a good
set of values for the different parameters of the GA are described and analyzed
(pmut, averagemut, pselect, pgood, k, and |Pmax|). Secondly, some experiments where
the designed approach is compared to other methods that solve the same problem
are described and analyzed. In these two experiments, the same importance was
given to the untrust and load goals (wload = 0.5,wuntrust = 0.5). Lastly, we test our
proposed method in scenarios where it may be more important to optimizer one of
the goals over the other (different values for wload and wuntrust).
6.1. Tuning parameters
The first task consists of tuning the parameters of our proposed GA in order to find
a good set of values to be used during the simulations. It must be highlighted that
for these first experiments, the same weight was given to the load balance and the
untrust level (wload = wuntrust = 0.5). The methodology followed to compare sev-
eral parameter configurations are confidence intervalsa. When confidence intervals
overlap for several parameter configurations, we can consider that the results ob-
tained for those parameter configurations are statistically equivalent. In that case,
we may employ fitnesstime
b to determine which parameter configuration should be
used. When confidence intervals overlap, a higher fitnesstime value implies that the
parameter configuration is able to obtain a statistically equivalent fitness in less
time. Thus, that configuration is preferred from a computational perspective. If two
confidences intervals do not overlap, we select the parameter configuration which is
better for the fitness.
6.1.1. Mutation parameters
The first set of experiments was related to parameters concerning mutation. It was
necessary to set the probability of an individual being mutated pmut and the average
number of attributes to be mutated averagemut. Values tested for pmut were 2, 5,
8 and 10% whereas values tested for averagemut were 3, 5 and 8%. The rest of
parameters were set to: pgood = 50%, pselect = 50%, k = 499, |Pmax| = 4096,
tn = 300 seconds. The problem used as test during the parameter adjustment phase
was a problem instance of 500 agents that need to be assigned to 70 different hosts.
Each experiment was repeated 10 times and information about the fitness of the
best individual was gathered.
aConfidence intervals are calculated for a confidence level of 95%(α = 0.05).
bSince we are minimizing the fitness, we employ 1−fitness
time
.
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The results show the confidence intervals for solution fitness in Table 1. The
different parameter configurations were compared according to their confidence in-
tervals in order to assess if there were statistical differences between them. Addi-
tionally, Table 2 shows Fitness/Time results in order to select the best configuration
in case of no statistical differences.





2% [21.74-26.71] [21.28-27.77] [20.22-29.19]
5% [22.34-27.93] [22.59-26.34] [22.73-27.62]
8% [22.07-27.00] [22.35-27.80] [21.31-28.16]
10% [21.71-28.88] [22.08-26.08] [22.07-26.47]





2% 1.02 1.07 1.01
5% 1.03 1.00 1.04
8% 0.95 0.98 1.04
10% 0.97 0.94 0.94
It can be observed that all of the possible configurations perform in a similar
way both in final fitness and also in Fitness/Time. The selected configuration was
pmut = 10% and averagemut = 5% despite the fact that it had slightly worst
Fitness/Time results. Nevertheless it was the one that showed less variability and
therefore it can be considered as more stable.
6.1.2. Crossover parameters
The parameters that affect the crossover operator are: the probability to be affected
by the crossover operator (pselect); the number of crossover points (k); and the
probability of inheritance of the best segment by the preferred child (pgood). Tests
for finding a good set of values for pselect and k were performed first. Tested values
were 40, 60, 80 and 100% for pselect; and 1, 9, 99, 199, 299, 399, and 499 for
the parameter k. After those parameters were established, different values for the
pgood parameter were checked. The previous good values for pselect, k, and mutation
parameters were maintained. The different checked configurations for pgood were 50,
60, 70, 80, 90 and 100%. Each experimentation was repeated 10 times and tn = 300
seconds. Information about the fitness of the best individual was gathered. The
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fitness confidence intervals for the different configurations can be found in Table 3.
Furthermore, Fitness/Time results for the same experiment can be found in Table
4.
Table 3. Tests on crossover parameters: Fitness*100 confidence intervals (95%).
k crossover points
1 9 99 199 299 399 499
pselect
40% [66.53-68.22] [45.06-51.81] [43.95-47.32] [34.70-43.81] [25.76-42.17] [19.09-30.26] [12.98-24.03]
60% [66.67-67.94] [44.55-51.78] [45.25-47.52] [37.20-40.17] [28.13-33.02] [20.55-24.72] [12.27-19.40]
80% [65.75-68.66] [45.38-49.47] [43.61-48.04] [37.30-38.95] [28.16-32.53] [19.59-25.72] [12.87-17.22]
100% [66.27-68.14] [44.49-51.82] [43.50-48.79] [36.69-39.22] [28.68-32.49] [10.33-40.84] [13.80-18.09]








The experiments showed that the best results were obtained for k=499c, the
length of the chromosome. Nevertheless the solution for k=499 and pselect = 40%
was discarded since it showed much more variability than the others. Thus our
decision was made between pselect=60, 80 and 100%. When analyzing Fitness/Time
results for these configurations, Table 4, the configuration k=499, pselect = 60 was
the one selected since it provided better Fitness/Time values.
The second experimentation regarding crossover parameters had the goal of
adjusting the pgood parameter. In this case k was set to 500 and pselect was set
to 60%. The Mutation parameters are the same ones that were used before, thus
pmut = 10% and averagemut = 5%. The results showing fitness confidence intervals
can be observed in Table 5.
In this case it was clear that the best values for the pgood parameter were found
in 80%. This is statistically different to 50, 60, 90 and 100%. Although 70 and 80%
are not statistically different since there is certain interval overlapping, the value of
pgood = 80% was preferred since it showed less variability. Moreover, it is interesting
to remark that extremely elitist crossover (pgood = 100%) and classic crossover
(pgood = 50%) produced worse results than slightly elitist strategies ranging from
60% to 90%. It was interesting to observe how the introduction of domain specific
information in the crossover operation by means of subfitness functions can improve
the results obtained by classic crossover operation.
cThis indicates that the k parameter should be adjusted to the size of the chromosome minus 1.
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6.1.3. Population control parameters
The studied parameter that affects the population control is the maximum popula-
tion (|Pmax|). Values tested for |Pmax| were 1024, 2048, 4096, and 8192. The same
methodology and good values of the parameters found in previous experimentations
were maintained. All of the configurations performed similarly, thus additional time
measures were taken into account. The confidence intervals for this experiment can
be seen in Table 6. Moreover, the Fitness/Function values can be observed in Table
6.
Table 6. Population parameters: Fitness*100 confi-







All of the configurations performed similarly when comparing the Fitness ob-
tained. If we take into account the Fitness/Time values it is highlighted smaller
population sizes such as 1024 and 2048 obtain faster results. Since in our next
experiments we want to tackle larger problems, we select 2048 as population size
despite the fact that it is slower than 1024. In larger problems instances, a popula-
tion of 1024 may be too small.
6.2. Proposal evaluation
Once a good parameterization for the GA was found, it was necessary to test the
designed GA in several problem instances. Moreover, the implemented solution was
also compared to several baselines. More specifically, it was compared to a grasp
implementation, a GA that uses classic multicrossoverd (k=4 and k= |V |2 −1, pgood =
50%), and other GA that employs uniform crossover (k=|V |−1, pgood = 50%). The
d|V | is the size of the chromosome
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rest of parameters of the cited GA’s are common, they only differ in the parameters
concerning the crossover operator. As for the goals’ weights, it was set to wload =
wuntrust = 0.5. Following, we describe the other methods in more detail. After that,
we describe the experiments carried out in order to compare all of the methods.
6.2.1. Grasp method
A grasp Algorithm is a metaheuristic method which basically consists of two dif-
ferent phases: construction phase and local search phase.49,50 In the construction
phase, a random solution for the problem is constructed. Each assignment is made
randomly, providing that it does not violate the software requirement constraints.
After all of the assignments have been done, the solution is tested in order to check
if there are overloaded hosts. In that case, the solution is discarded and a new one is
generated. If the solution satisfies all of the constraints then the local search phase
starts.
The local search aims to look for better solutions in the neighborhood of the
obtained solution. The fitness function used in the genetic algorithm is also employed
in the grasp algorithm to check solution quality. From all of the possible assignments
for an agent, those that do not violate constraints in the current global assignment,
the one that improves the fitness function the most is selected. In this case each
assignment is revisited in order until all agent assignments have been analyzed. The
solution obtained has better or equal quality to the one obtained randomly. If the
solution is better than the best solution obtained until now, then the best solution
is updated with the recently produced solution. The grasp algorithm goes back to
the construction phase and continues until a stop criterion is met. In this work it
was decided that the grasp algorithm should stop after tn seconds.
6.2.2. Multicrossover genetic algorithms
A multicrossover GA divides the parents in a number of crossover points which
is greater than one.51 Therefore, the parents have at least three segments. The
segments that will be inherited by the children are usually randomly determined. It
is easy to obtain a multicrossover GA with our proposed GA if k ≥ 2 and pgood =
50%. The rest of parameters of this GA were set to pmut = 10%, averagemut = 5%,
pselect = 60%, |Pmax| = 2048. Two different multicrossover GAs were used: the first
one using k = 4, and the second one using k = |V |2 − 1.
6.2.3. Uniform crossover
A uniform crossover GA divides the parents in as many segments as the size of
the array.52 Each child randomly inherits one of the parent’s segments, whereas
the other parent’s segment goes to the other child. A uniform crossover GA can
be obtained using our proposed GA if k = |V | − 1 and pgood = 50%. The rest of
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parameters of this GA were set to pmut = 10%, averagemut = 5%, pselect = 60%,
|Pmax| = 2048.
6.2.4. Comparison experiments
In order to compare the different methods, two different sets of experiments were
designed. In the first set of experiments, several instances of the problem were
generated with different numbers of hosts and agents. The first test set was created
with the number of agents ranging from 200 to 2000 and the number of hosts five
times lower than the number of agents. Therefore, the problems increased the array
size although they had similar characteristics. In the second set of experiments, the
number of hosts remained static at 30 and the number of agents ranged from 200
to 600. Since the number of hosts was static and the number of agents gradually
increased, the quality of the solution and the number of possible solutions were
expected to decrease. The goal of the second set of experiments was to check that
the designed GA outperformed the other methods in more complex problems. The
proposed GA was configured with the best parameterization found in the previous
experiments. Each experiment was repeated 10 times and the result was the fitness
of the best individual (for all the methods). The maximum execution time for all of
the methods was set to tn =
|V |×48
200 seconds, where |V | is the size of the chromosome.
Figure 2 shows the results achieved in the two sets of experiments. The upper
graphic shows the results for the first set, whereas the lower graphic shows the result
for the second set. More specifically, the average fitness reached in every tested
method and its associated confidence interval (95%) are shown in both graphics.
In the first experiment, it can be appreciated that the proposed GA outperforms
the other metaheuristics for every problem instance. The grasp implementation
is the closest method to our proposed approach. However, our method still gets
statistically better results than grasp’s results. It can also be observed that the
proposed GA and the grasp method are the only methods whose qualities remain
unaffected as the size of the problem increases, which is also significantly important
since it allows working with bigger problem instances. Additionally, it can also be
appreciated that the uniform crossover GA gets worse results than our proposed
approach. This fact suggests that the elitist crossover strategy we introduced helps
to achieve higher quality solutions.
In the second experiment, the number of hosts remained static while the number
of agents increased. Therefore, it is more difficult to properly distribute the agents
among the hosts, and the quality of the solutions is expected to get worse. In fact,
that is the behavior which can be observed in the right graphic. Every method
reduces its performance as the number of agents increases. However, despite the
fact that the problem difficulty increased, the proposed method was able to achieve
statistically better results than the other methods. This result implies that the
designed GA is less prone to suffer from quality reduction due to higher complexity
problem instances.
















































Fig. 2. The upper figure shows the results for the first set of experiments, whereas the lower
figure shows the results for the second set of experiments
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Additionally, we decided to analyze the fitness evolution of the proposed GA,
the grasp method, and the uniform crossover method. The main goal was to deter-
mine the quality of the best solution found by each method as time increases. The
number of agents was set to 300, whereas the number of hosts was set to 30. The
results for this experiment can be observed in Fig. 3. The graphic implies that the
grasp method is capable of finding an acceptable solution in a very few seconds.
However, the quality of the best solution remains almost unchanged during the rest
of the process. This phenomenon may be caused by the fact that grasp methods
may get stuck in local optimal solutions. Despite the fact that the proposed GA
starts with lower quality solutions, it gradually converges each iteration towards
highly fit solutions. In fact, the proposed GA is capable of finding equivalent so-
lutions in approximately 18 seconds, which is a very small time considering that
the VO is aimed to be long term. From that point, as time increases, the proposed
GA is capable of outperforming the grasp method. As for uniform GA, it can be
appreciated that it has a slower convergence than our proposed method. It takes
approximately 40 seconds to outperform grasp solutions, which is almost the double


























Fig. 3. Fitness evolution through time
For long term VOs, it seems more adequate to employ our proposed method since
it is able to get better basis distributions in a relatively small time. Moreover, the
proposed method has proved to be more robust in large problem instances and high
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complexity problem instances. Nevertheless, one issue that has not been covered
by our proposed approach is VO adaptation. In open MAS, it is possible that VOs
need to adapt themselves in order to increase their benefits. This may result in new
agents/hosts that need to be accommodated in the current system. From the results
observed in this section, it seems like a good approximation to calculate a good basis
distribution after the VO formation phase and then modify this distribution as few
as possible to accommodate new resources by means of a fast heuristic (e.g., grasp).
Since this may gradually lower the quality of the distribution, it may be wise to
re-run the proposed GA after the quality has surpassed a certain threshold.
6.3. Testing different importance levels for untrust and load
The goal of this experiment is to assess that the proposed GA is capable of working
in different scenarios where different weights are given to the untrust and load levels.
For that purpose, we selected a problem instance where 100 agents have to be dis-
tributed across 10 hosts. This problem instance was used changing the importance of
the different goals: (wload = 1, wuntrust = 0), (wload = 0.7, wuntrust = 0.3), (wload =
0.5, wuntrust = 0.5), (wload = 0.3, wuntrust = 0.7), and (wload = 0, wuntrust = 1).
The goal of this experiment is to observe how the proposed GA is capable of finding
different quality solutions for the same problem conditions depending on the most
preferred goal (untrust or load). Each parameter configuration was executed 10
times and parameters of the GA were set to the good values found in the previous
experiments. The results of this experiment can be found in Table 7.
Table 7. Mean load level×100 and mean untrust level×100 in the proposed scenarios
Load Level×100 Untrust Level×100
Weights Importance
wload = 1 wuntrust = 0 74.38 45.09
wload = 0.7 wuntrust = 0.3 78.27 43.02
wload = 0.5 wuntrust = 0.5 79.32 40.98
wload = 0.3 wuntrust = 0.7 81.76 39.53
wload = 0 wuntrust = 1 89.62 37.95
It can be observed how as the weight given to the load level increases the load
level tends to be optimized, whereas the untrust level tends to be ignored. Analo-
gously, as the weight given to the untrust level increases the untrust level tends to
be optimized and the load level is gradually ignored. It must be taken into account
that for a goal to be ignored does not mean that the quality of that goal degrades.
It simply means that its value does not affect the quality of the solution whether
the goal’s value increases or not. In any case, the proposed GA was able to find
solutions with different levels of untrust and load depending on the importance of
the two different goals.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, an elitist Genetic Algorithm for the distribution of agents across the
shared hosts in a long term agent-based Virtual Organization has been presented.
The goal is to provide a proper distribution of agents so that poor performance due
to computational problems is avoided. The main differences between the proposed
method and other approaches, which mainly come from grid computing, are that
the proposed method takes into account agent heterogeneity and partners’ trust in
each other. The problem is solved by means of a genetic mediated solution which
is performed on top of an abstract multi-agent systems platform. The designed ab-
stract architecture is currently being developed using the THOMAS framework,2,44
which runs on top of JADE and Magentix agent platform.34,36 THOMAS provides
support for virtual organizations in open multi-agent systems. More specifically, it
provides services for managing agent registration, managing agent organizations,
and publishing agent services.
The proposed genetic algorithm employs mutation operator, ranking selection,
and a special crossover operation which we have named as elitist crossover. When
this operator is performed, one of the children inherits the most promising segments
from the parents with higher probability. A subfitness function which employs do-
main specific information is used in order to assess the quality of the segments.
Experimental results have shown that better results are achieved when our pro-
posed GA is configured to work as uniform crossover using a highly elitist crossover
operation.
Moreover, some experiments have been designed and carried out in order to
compare the proposed approach with several well-known heuristics. More specifi-
cally, it has been compared with a grasp implementation, uniform crossover and
several multipoint crossover genetic algorithms. Results imply that the proposed
genetic algorithm is able to get statistically better results than the other methods.
Moreover, it is robust to larger problems and more difficult problem instances.
Despite the fact that its goal is to provide solutions for long term VOs, the pro-
posed genetic algorithm has been able to outperform faster heuristics (e.g., grasp)
in relatively small time.
One of the issues that has not been thoroughly covered in this article is how to
adapt the VO when new resources/partners dynamically appear. On the one hand, it
seems reasonable to employ the designed genetic algorithm for a basis distribution
for a long term VO. On the other hand, other heuristics are able to get less fit
solutions very quickly (e.g., grasp). Therefore, it may be adequate to employ faster
heuristics to adapt the current distribution to new changes. Once the distribution
quality has decreased to a certain threshold, it may be advisable to recalculate a
new solution by means of the proposed genetic algorithm. Nevertheless, this issue
needs further research and it is appointed as future work.
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